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https://www.aaastateofplay.com/five-of-hearts-play-structure/

Five of Hearts Play Structure

MSRP $34,106.00
SALE $26,236.00

Highlights:
Easy to difficult physical challenges
Musical activities on some of the posts
Ground level panels utilize space under
decks
Strong powder coat painted steel structure
with plastic components

Age Group: 5 to 12 years
Capacity: 44-54
Fall Height: 84"
Use Zone: 34' 7" x 54' 4"

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

ADA Compliant

Better than a game of cards, the Five of Hearts Play Structure will hold children’s attention for hours. Children that are
running up to the structure will immediately notice the slides that sprout from four separate points on the structure.
A small Wave Slide at the back offers a good starting ride until they are ready to tackle the taller Wave Slide positioned
on the side. A Straight Slide on the front is balanced by the Double Wave Slide at the other end. In excitement,
children will head one of the five access points to quickly get to the top. The Snake Climber, Vertical Ladder and the
Pea Pod Climber provide immediate satisfaction depositing their climbers right in front of slides. The Transfer Station
at the back of the structure provides support for those that would otherwise struggle with the vertical climbers. The
Vertical Ladder leads to the final climber: the Overhead 90-Degree Swinging Ring Ladder. Children can challenge
themselves to swing across from ring to ring working on their strength and hand-eye coordination as they go.
Perhaps the most visually stunning part of the structure is the Inclined Bones Bridge that can be ordered in a single
color or a rainbow of tones. It stretches from a small section of the structure to the hexagon deck at the center.
Choose one or a multitude of colors to match the aesthetic of the area that this structure will busily attract children
to.


